
 

Audio Output in Wirecast 
General Info: 
Wirecast Pro now has the capability to route up to 4 different audio tracks to distinct devices.  

First, let’s do a little review of audio in Wirecast. When you add an audio source to a shot in a Wirecast 
document, there are several areas in the application where you can see, adjust, and route that audio: 

• The Source Settings Pane: With your audio shot or layer selected you can adjust your settings at 
the SOURCE level. Whatever adjustments you make here will affect all shots containing this audio 
source. 

 

o Note: This is where you will find the Audio Delay setting and the Mix Minus or “Monitor” 
button. When the Monitor button is enabled (Orange) you will hear this audio source when 
you are monitoring the Preview or Live outputs. If you do not want to hear this source (for 
instance, if it’s your own microphone, and you don’t want to hear your own voice in your 
ear as you speak), then disable the Monitor button for that source (White).  

  



 

 

• The Audio Properties Pane: This is where you adjust settings for your source in only the LAYER 
that you have selected. Change volume and pan, mute that source in your shot, or change stereo 
configuration. 

 

o Note: The Channels: Map button ( Wirecast Pro only) that opens a separate window for 
the Multi-Track Input Mapper. This Multi-Track Input Mapper lets you assign the audio 
channels for each and every source in your document to up to 8 available tracks. (We’ll 
talk about this more when we talk about Audio Track Output Routing.) 

 

• The Audio Mixer: This separate window shows all the visual representations of your Preview and 
Live Final Mix audio as well as visual representations of each audio layer that is currently being 
sent to the Live Final Mix. 

o The Live Sources area: For each audio layer that is Live, you’ll see a representative box 
with audio meters and settings. Each audio layer in the Live Sources area has several 
settings that overlap with property panel settings, so you can make adjustments more 



 

conveniently in one place. But it’s helpful to be clear on which adjustments are for the 
Source-Level settings (which will affect all shots containing the source) versus Layer-Level 
settings (will only affect the audio on that particular shot layer). 

§ Audio Delay for live inputs: This is a Source-level setting, also found in the 
Source Settings panel. 

§ Mix Minus or “Monitor” button: This is also a Source-level setting, found in the 
Source Settings panel.  

§ Output Volume Slider: This is a Layer-level setting also found in Audio Properties 
for that layer. Move the slider next to the audio meters to change the volume 
you’re outputting. Like other Audio Properties settings, this will only affect the 
audio for the shot this is in. So, if you have the same audio source added to 2 
different shots, you can adjust the volume for the audio in each of those shots 
independently.  

§ L/R Pan: This is a Layer-level setting, also found in Audio Properties Pane. Pan to 
the left or right to affect the stereo output for the audio in this layer. 

§ FX: This is where you can add audio plugins and effects to your audio source. Any 
effects you add here will be added only to that Layer (not at the Source-level).  

 

o The Final Mix area: This box shows audio meters and settings for audio being mixed in 
both the Preview and Live Output canvases. Like the Live Sources area, there are several 
settings you can adjust from this box, that will affect the Final Mixes. 



 

§ FX: Add audio plugins or effects to the Final Mix. Any effects added here will not be 
applied to the individual sources – only to the Final Mix output. 

§ Output Volume Sliders: This slider allows you to change the final output volume 
for the mix. This will not affect any audio layers individually. 

§ Final Mix Mute and Monitor (headphone) buttons: These buttons mirror the 
mute and monitor (headphone) buttons on the main UI, and allow you to Mute all 
output, and listen to either the Preview Output or Live Output. 

§ Audio Playback: You can also set this in Preferences. This tells Wirecast where to 
send the Final Mix audio for monitoring. 

§ Audio Track Selection: (Wirecast Pro only) This is the track that will be included 
in your Final Mix. The default is Track 1, and all new audio sources you add to your 
document will by default be added to Track 1.  

Routing Audio Tracks to Distinct Output Devices: 
There are times when you want to route different audio mixes to different locations.  

For example:  If you have announcers and are using media with audio, you might want to send a mix 
minus the microphone audio to your announcers so they can hear the media files but not their own voices, 
and a full mix to another output device so the producer can monitor the full mix. 

You can do this in Wirecast by clicking “Add new audio output” in the Audio Mixer. 

 
 



 

When you click the “Add a new audio output” button, a new individual Audio Output box will appear to the 
right of your Final Mix.  

In this new Audio Output box, you can assign a new Audio Playback device and select the Track that you 
want to output to that device. The Audio Meters represent the audio for the Track you have selected.  

NOTE: If you need a reminder of which audio sources you have assigned to which track, you can re-open 
the Multi-Track Input Mapper window by going to the Audio Properties Pane and clicking the “Channels: 
Map” button. 

In this example, the Producer might send Track 2 to the announcer’s headphones, without their own 
microphone, and Track 1 to themselves, to monitor all audio in the document. 

You can add up to four additional audio outputs.  

Note: This feature is available in Wirecast Pro only. 

 


